NOTAM OFFICE INFORMATION

OBBB - BAHRAIN

OBBB A0039/18

FROM: 18-01-21 04:00 TO: 18-05-30 14:00 EST
OBKH - BAHRAIN/SAKHIR AIRBASE
D) DLY BTN 0400-1400
E) EXCAVATION WIP WILL TAKE PLACE 13 M FROM THE SHOULDER WEST OF RWY AB EAM THE GP BUILDING. WORK WILL BE DONE WHEN THERE IS NO MOVEMENTS ON THE RUNWAY.
ANY UNPLANNED TRAFFIC WILL BE SUBJECT TO SLIGHT DELAY.

OBBB A0038/18

FROM: 18-01-21 04:00 TO: 18-05-30 14:00 EST
OBKH - BAHRAIN/SAKHIR AIRBASE
D) DLY BTN 0400-1400
E) EXCAVATION WIP WILL TAKE PLACE 15M FROM THE SHOULDER WEST OF RWY 17 ABEAM TWYL B. WORK WILL BE DONE WHEN THERE IS NO MOVEMENTS ON THE RUNWAY.
ANY UNPLANNED TRAFFIC WILL BE SUBJECT TO SLIGHT DELAY.

OBBB A0037/18

FROM: 18-01-21 04:00 TO: 18-05-30 14:00 EST
OBKH - BAHRAIN/SAKHIR AIRBASE
D) DLY BTN 0400-1400
E) EXCAVATION WIP WILL TAKE PLACE ON THE SHOULDER SOUTH OF BEGINNING OF RWY 35 AT TWYL C. WORK WILL BE DONE WHEN THERE IS NO MOVEMENTS ON THE RUNWAY.
ANY UNPLANNED TRAFFIC WILL BE SUBJECT TO SLIGHT DELAY.

OBBB A0432/17

FROM: 18-01-04 00:00 TO: 18-02-04 23:59
OBBB - BAHRAIN
E) TRIGGER NOTAM - PERM AIRAC AIP AMDT 01/18 WEF 04 JAN 18.

INCLUDED IN THIS AMENDMENT IS THE REVISED ENR 3.1, ENR 3.3, ENR 3.6,
ENR 4.4, ENR 5.6 AND ENR 6

SUP 08/17, 09/17, 010/17, 011/17, 12/17, 13/17 AND 14/17

FROM: 18-10-10 00:50 TO: 18-10-24 03:15
OBBI - BAHRAIN INTL
D) DLY BTN 0050-0315
E) RWY 30R/12L WILL BE CLOSED DUE TO WIP

FROM: 18-07-03 09:25 TO: 18-07-03 11:25
OBBI - BAHRAIN INTL
E) RWY 30R/12L WILL BE CLOSED DUE TO WIP

FROM: 18-04-25 00:50 TO: 18-05-09 03:15
OBBI - BAHRAIN INTL
D) DLY BTN 0050-0315
E) RWY 30R/12L WILL BE CLOSED DUE TO WIP

INFO

FROM: 18-02-01 05:40 TO: 18-03-01 23:59 EST
OBBB - BAHRAIN
E) CHECKLIST
2017: 0204 0219 0220 0236 0393 0394 0395 0432 0433 0434 0450 0451
0452 0474
2018: 0006 0020 0026 0031 0032 0036 0037 0038 0039 0041 0042 0043
0047 0048 0049 0050 0051 0052 0053 0054 0055 0056

LATEST AIP AMENDMENT : AIRAC 01/18 DATED 04 JAN 2018
NEXT AIP AMENDMENT : AIRAC 05/18 EFFECTIVE DATE 01 MAR 2018
LATEST AIP SUPPLEMENT : SUP 14/17 DATED 04 JAN 2018
LATEST AIC : 05/17 DATED 28 APR 2017

FROM: 18-02-01 00:00 TO: 18-02-14 23:59
OBBB - BAHRAIN
E) NIL AIRAC AIP AMENDMENT EFFECTIVE DATE 01 FEB 2018

FROM: 18-01-30 05:55 TO: 18-04-30 23:59 EST
OBBI - BAHRAIN INTL
D) H24
E) OBST CRANE WILL BE ERECTED HEIGHT 28M, POSITIONED WEST OF THE
RUNWAY AT APPROX DIST 500M, MAG BRG 277 DEG FROM RWY 12L THR.

FROM: 18-01-26 00:00 TO: 18-04-26 23:59 EST
OBBB - BAHRAIN
E) ALL AIRCRAFT ENTERING OBBB FIR AT MIDSI, FOR DESTINATIONS OEDF,
OEDR OR OEAH, REQUIRED ROUTE IS MODIFIED TO MIDSI DCT ALMOK DCT
MEDMA DCT BAH DCT NARM.
FROM: 18-01-26 00:00 TO: 18-04-26 23:59 EST

OBBB - BAHRAIN

E) ALL AIRCRAFT ENTERING OBBB FIR AT ORMID, FOR DESTINATIONS OEDF, OEDR OR OEAH, REQUIRED ROUTE IS MODIFIED TO ORMID DCT ALKAN DCT RABLA DCT SOLOB DCT MEDMA DCT BAH DCT NARMI.

FROM: 18-01-26 00:00 TO: 18-04-26 23:59 EST

OBBB - BAHRAIN

E) ALL AIRCRAFT ENTERING OBBB FIR AT ORMID, FOR DESTINATIONS OBBS OR OBKH, REQUIRED ROUTE IS MODIFIED TO ORMID DCT ALKAN DCT RABLA DCT SOLOB DCT MEDMA DCT BAH DCT NARMI.

FROM: 18-01-26 00:00 TO: 18-04-26 23:59 EST

OBBB - BAHRAIN

E) ALL AIRCRAFT ENTERING OBBB FIR AT MIDSI, FOR DESTINATIONS OBBS OR OBKH, REQUIRED ROUTE IS MODIFIED TO MIDSI DCT ALMK DCT MEDMA DCT BAH DCT UMAVA DCT JALYD.

FROM: 18-01-26 00:00 TO: 18-04-26 23:59 EST

OBBB - BAHRAIN

E) ALL AIRCRAFT ENTERING OBBB FIR AT MIDSI, FOR DESTINATIONS OBBI, REQUIRED ROUTE IS MODIFIED TO MIDSI DCT ALMK DCT MEDMA DCT BAH.

FROM: 18-01-26 00:00 TO: 18-04-26 23:59 EST

OBBB - BAHRAIN

E) ALL AIRCRAFT ENTERING OBBB FIR AT ORMID, FOR DESTINATIONS OBBS OR OBKH, REQUIRED ROUTE IS MODIFIED TO ORMID DCT ALKAN DCT RABLA DCT SOLOB DCT MEDMA DCT BAH DCT UMAVA DCT JALYD.

FROM: 18-01-26 00:00 TO: 18-04-26 23:59 EST

OBBB - BAHRAIN

E) ALL AIRCRAFT ENTERING OBBB FIR AT ORMID, FOR DESTINATIONS OBBI, REQUIRED ROUTE IS MODIFIED TO ORMID DCT ALKAN DCT RABLA DCT SOLOB DCT MEDMA DCT BAH.

FROM: 18-02-01 04:00 TO: 18-04-30 13:00

OBBI - BAHRAIN INTL

D) H24

E) ALL AIRCRAFT FL330 AND ABOVE SHALL ENSURE CONTACT IS ESTABLISHED WITH BAHRAIN ATC ON 123.1 MHZ 20NM PRIOR TO FIR BOUNDARY POSITION RABAP AND POSITION LONOS.

FROM: 18-01-26 00:00 TO: 18-04-26 23:59 EST

OBBB - BAHRAIN

D) H24

E) TRAFFIC ENTERING BAHRAIN FIR AT POSITION RABAB AND LONOS BE AWARE THAT THIS IS AN AREA OF HIGH CONCENTRATION OF MILITARY ACTIVITY AND CIVILIAN CROSSING TRAFFIC. PILOTS SHALL STRICTLY KEEP LISTENING WATCH TO THE APPROPRIATE ATC FREQUENCIES AND SHALL ADHERE STRICTLY TO ATC INSTRUCTIONS.

FROM: 18-01-26 00:00 TO: 18-04-26 23:59 EST

OBBB - BAHRAIN

D) H24

E) ALL AIRCRAFT FL330 AND ABOVE SHALL ENSURE CONTACT IS ESTABLISHED WITH BAHRAIN ATC ON 123.1 MHZ 20NM PRIOR TO FIR BOUNDARY POSITION RABAP AND POSITION LONOS.
OBBB - BAHRAIN
E) REFERENCE AIP SUP 14/2017 STANDARD ROUTES DOCUMENT
ALL AIRCRAFT ENTERING OBBB FIR AT LONOS FOR DESTINATION IN QATAR-
REQUIRED ROUTE IS MODIFIED TO LONOS UL438 KOBOK DCT RASDI UN318 VELAM
ALL AIRCRAFT ENTERING OBBB FIR AT LONOS FOR THE SOUTHERN EMIRATES
FIR - REQUIRED ROUTE IS MODIFIED TO LONOS UP975 GETAL DCT RASDI
UN318 OVONA

FROM: 17-12-14 07:06 TO: 18-03-14 23:59 EST
OBBB - BAHRAIN
D) H24
E) CONCRETE PILING PUMP WILL BE ERECTED HEIGHT 35M, POSITIONED AT
APRX DIST 395M, MAG BRG 084 DEG FROM RWY 30R THR.

OBBB A0349/17 REPLACED BY OBBB A0452/17
FROM: 17-12-13 08:53 TO: 18-03-13 23:59 EST
OBBB - BAHRAIN INTL
D) H24
E) ALL FLIGHTS DEPARTING OR OVERFLYING BAHRAIN FIR EXITING VIA DAVUS
ON ATS ROUTE UM444 OR UT602 REQUESTED LEVELS FL340-FL360-FL380 MAY
BE LIMITED TO LOWER LEVELS DUE TO TRAFFIC VOLUMES

OBBB A0449/17 REPLACED BY OBBB A0451/17
FROM: 17-12-13 06:36 TO: 18-03-13 23:59 EST
OBBB - BAHRAIN
E) ALL FLIGHTS ENTERING BAHRAIN FIR VIA POSITION LONOS FOR
DESTINATIONS WITHIN BAHRAIN FIR INCLUDING OEDR AND OEDF ARE LIMITED
TO FL 310 AND BELOW

OBBB A0450/17 REPLACED BY OBBB A0433/17
FROM: 17-12-07 09:33 TO: 18-03-07 23:59 EST
OBBB - BAHRAIN
D) DLY BTN 0500-0700
E) ALL FLIGHTS DEPARTING OR OVERFLYING BAHRAIN FIR EXITING VIA ROTOX
ON ATS ROUTE UT444 OR UT602 REQUESTED LEVELS FL340-FL360-FL380 MAY
BE LIMITED TO LOWER LEVELS DUE TO TRAFFIC VOLUMES

OBBB A0236/17 REPLACED BY OBBB A0220/17
FROM: 17-06-22 09:00 TO: PERM
OBBB - BAHRAIN
E) ESTABLISHMENT OF A TEMPO RNAV1 ATS ROUTE UT800 FROM DOH VOR TO NEW WA
YPONT DASUT POSITION 261832N 0531108E ON BAHRAIN / TEHRAN FIR
BOUNDARY:
DOH VOR TO NEW WAYPOINT PATIS POSITION 254043N 0522148E ON DOHA TMA
BDRY, TRACK (MAG) 055 DEG, DISTANCE 48 NM, PATIS TO DASUT, TRACK (MAG)
047 DEG, DISTANCE 58 NM, AIRSPACE CLASS A,
LOWER / UPPER LIMITS FL150 / FL460
EASTBOUND FOR TRAFFIC DEPARTING QATAR AIRPORTS
F) 15000FT
G) 46000FT

OBBB A0215/17 REPLACED BY OBBB A0220/17
FROM: 17-06-13 11:54 TO: PERM
OBBB - BAHRAIN
E) ALL ROUTES WITHIN BAHRAIN FIR ARE AVAILABLE FOR FLIGHTS AFFECTED BY NO TAM A0219/17, EXCEPT THE FOLLOWING AWYS THAT FALL WITHIN BAHRAIN AIRSPACE:
1- B/UB457, L/UL604 AND N/UN685 BETWEEN DENV0 AND NARM1
2- M/UM444 AND T/UT444 BETWEEN DENV0 AND DESBU
3- N/UN318 BETWEEN LADNA AND ASTAD
4- A/UA453 BETWEEN ASTAD AND DESBU
5- P/UP699 BETWEEN ASTAD AND NARM1

OBBB A0212/17 REPLACED BY OBBB A0219/17

FROM: 17-06-13 11:54 TO: PERM
OBBB - BAHRAIN
E) ALL FLT REGISTERED IN THE STATE OF QATAR ARE NOT AUTHORISED TO OVERTFLY BAHRAIN AIRSPACE.

OPERATORS NOT REGISTERED IN KINGDOM OF BAHRAIN INTENDING TO OPERATE NON-SCHEDULED FLIGHTS OR CHARTER INCLUDING PRIVATE FLIGHTS, CARGO AND PASSENGER FROM OR TO THE STATE OF QATAR VIA BAHRAIN AIRSPACE SHALL OBTAIN APPROVAL FROM BAHRAIN CAA BY PROVIDING A COPY OF THE DETAILED MANIFEST OF THE FLIGHT INCLUDING PASSENGER NAMES AT LEAST 24 HOURS PRIOR TO DEPARTURE TO THE FLW CONTACT:
TEL:00973 17329035 / 00973 17329096
EMAIL: SCHEDULE(AT)MTT.GOV.BH

FROM: 17-06-06 00:00 TO: PERM
OBBB - BAHRAIN
E) NO FLIGHT WILL BE ALLOWED FROM KINGDOM OF BAHRAIN TO STATE OF QATAR AND FROM STATE OF QATAR TO KINGDOM OF BAHRAIN.

WARN

FROM: 18-01-26 00:00 TO: 18-04-26 23:59
OBBB - BAHRAIN
E) RESTRICTED AREA OTR53, UPPER LIMIT RAISED TO FL145.

REFER TO QATAR AIP ENR 5.1

THE ABOVE RECEIVED FROM QATAR
F) SFC
G) FL145

FROM: 18-01-04 00:00 TO: PERM
OBBB - BAHRAIN
D) H24
E) RESTRICTED AREA OTR 62 UMM AL-SHOKHOT ESTABLISHED A CIRCLE OF RADIUS 1 NM CENTERED ON 254204.25N 0512127.72E LIGHT ACFT TRAINING AREA

THE ABOVE RECEIVED FROM QATAR
F) SFC
G) 1500 FT